Multivalent ions induce lateral structural inhomogeneities in polyelectrolyte brushes
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Subtle details about a polyelectrolyte’s surrounding environment can dictate its structural features and potential applications. Atomic force microscopy (AFM), surface forces apparatus (SFA) measurements, and coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations are combined to study the structure of planar polyelectrolyte brushes [poly(styrenesulfonate), PSS] in a variety of solvent conditions. More specifically, AFM images provide a first direct visualization of lateral inhomogeneities on the surface of polyelectrolyte brushes collapsed in solutions containing trivalent counterions. These images are interpreted in the context of a coarse-grained molecular model and are corroborated by accompanying interaction force measurements with the SFA. Our findings indicate that lateral inhomogeneities are absent from PSS brush layers collapsed in a poor solvent without multivalent ions. Together, AFM, SFA, and our molecular model present a detailed picture in which solvophobic and multivalent ion–induced effects work in concert to drive strong phase separation, with electrostatic bridging of polyelectrolyte chains playing an essential role in the collapsed structure formation.

INTRODUCTION

Understanding the response of polyelectrolytes to their environment has challenged materials scientists for decades. Polyelectrolyte brushes are of particular interest because they can regulate transport of ions and molecules (1, 2); control wettability, adhesion, and lubrication of surfaces (3, 4); or convert chemical and biochemical stimuli into optical (5), electrical (6), and mechanical signals (7). In a good solvent without added salt, strong (quenched) polyelectrolyte chains extend away from the grafting surface much more strongly (higher extension) than uncharged chains. When salt is added to the system, the polyelectrolyte brush shrinks substantially (8). This change in height is one of the most basic structural changes associated with polyelectrolyte brushes; however, there is also a strong correlation between brush structure and other environmental factors, including solvent quality and pH. A critical understanding of the mechanisms underlying these structural changes upon exposure to external stimuli is vital for the further development of polyelectrolyte brushes and for polyelectrolyte applications at large.

Multivalent ions introduce a level of complexity that is particularly relevant to the interaction of polyelectrolyte brushes with multivalent charged materials such as proteins, nanoparticles, and oppositely charged polyelectrolytes. Previous experimental studies have reported sharp decreases in brush height as a function of the valence and concentration of added multivalent ions (9, 10); these observations have been corroborated by simulations (11–14) and scaling theory (15, 16). However, the details of the lateral and interior structures of collapsed polyelectrolyte brushes in the presence of multivalent ions remain largely unknown.

The underlying mechanism for polyelectrolyte brush collapse in the presence of multivalent ions remains ambiguous: Is it related to the solvophobic nature of many polyelectrolyte backbones, or is it electrostatically induced among the charged monomers themselves (17, 18)? Counterion condensation occurs more readily for multivalent ions than for monovalent ions, with a predicted fraction of condensed counterions of approximately 90% for trivalent ions (19); experimental results indicate an even higher fraction (20–22). This condensation leaves the polyelectrolyte with a low effective charge, potentially reducing its solubility in water. However, a multivalent ion is also capable of condensing onto multiple polyelectrolyte monomers, which could induce bridges between chains and an alternate type of attraction that may drive polyelectrolyte brush collapse (15, 23, 24). Understanding the interplay of the solvophobic and multivalent contributions that underlie brush collapse could enable manipulation of these materials.

The study presented here uses a combination of atomic force microscopy (AFM) imaging, surface forces apparatus (SFA) measurements, and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of a coarse-grained model to directly probe the nature of the lateral and interior structural transitions in planar polyelectrolyte brushes. Polyelectrolyte brushes are imaged using AFM in a variety of solution conditions, including poor solvent and multivalent salt conditions. There is no precedent for these types of observations, particularly the differences between poor solvent and multivalent ion–induced brush structures; thus, our AFM characterization is supplemented with measurements of the interactions between opposing polyelectrolyte brushes with the SFA, where multivalent conditions induce universally repulsive behavior and poor solvent conditions cause a strong adhesive force. Our coarse-grained model allows us to interpret our measurements regarding the nature of polyelectrolyte–multivalent ion interactions at molecular length scales and to separate the effects of backbone solubility from those of electrostatics. These findings provide a comprehensive picture of brush collapse, in which (i) solvophobic collapse and multivalent ion–induced collapse are manifest in distinctly different structural motifs and (ii) the difference between solvophobic and multivalent ion–induced collapse is likely due to the unique nature of multivalent bridging interactions, which produce strongly heterogeneous lateral structures in planar polyelectrolyte brushes.

RESULTS

The polyelectrolyte considered here is sodium poly(styrenesulfonate) (PSS), which, in the context of the synthetic procedure and experimental
conditions of our measurements, is considered a strong polyelectrolyte of unit charge fraction (all monomers are charged) (9, 25). The brushes were formed with high grafting densities (~0.1 chain/nm²), which exclude the “mushroom” regime and emphasize the importance of neighboring PSS chain interactions. For the studies on multivalent ion–induced collapse in good solvents, simulations were performed at a grafting spacing of 10σ, where σ represents the size of the PSS monomers and ions in the simulation (~0.25 nm). Simulations aimed at assessing the role of good to poor solvent conditions were performed at a grafting spacing of 5σ to accentuate the effects of interchain interactions to better understand the mechanism.

An integral part of this work is the analysis of the relative contributions of solvophobic and electrostatic effects during brush collapse. Discussions concerning solvent quality will refer to experimental solubility, which depends on a combination of the van der Waals solvent quality of the polymer backbone (Flory parameter) and the strength of the charge on the polyelectrolyte. The latter contribution is quantified by the solvent dielectric constant or, more concretely, the Bjerrum length, \( l_B \). The separation at which two charges have an electrostatic interaction of magnitude \( k_B T \) (for water at room temperature, \( l_B \) is on the order of 0.5 nm). Water was used as a good solvent for PSS, despite it being a poor solvent for the polystyrene backbone, because it has a high dielectric constant (low \( l_B \)). Isopropyl alcohol (IPA) was used as a poor solvent for PSS because it is a similarly poor solvent for the polystyrene backbone but has a much lower dielectric constant (high \( l_B \)). These solvent variations are fundamental in elucidating the collapse mechanism and provide a strong basis for detailed MD simulations that explore the relative contributions of solvophobic and electrostatic effects.

**Structure formation**

Most prior experimental studies of multivalent ion–induced brush collapse have been limited to the characterization of the volume fraction as a function of brush height under the assumption of a homogeneously collapsed film. The presence of lateral inhomogeneities was not considered in that body of work. Recent neutron scattering and theoretical investigations have suggested a multivalent ion–collapsed polyelectrolyte brush (9) having a polymer volume fraction profile similar to that predicted for a pinned micelle structure of a poor solvent brush (26). Such a structure has been confirmed in neutral and weak polyelectrolyte brushes in poor solvents by AFM measurements (27–29). However, there is no precedent for characterization of the lateral structure of three-dimensional (3D) brushes in multivalent ion solutions.

The PSS brush layer was initially studied in a 6 mM NaNO₃ solution (monovalent ion only). Under these conditions, the PSS layer showed large-scale (500 nm wide and 10 nm high) fluctuations in height (Fig. 1A, top) and a relatively uniform corresponding phase image (Fig. 1A, bottom), indicative of uniform viscoelastic response of the layer throughout the entire imaged area. Upon addition of trivalent ions, 0.1 mM Y(NO₃)₃, to this system (adjusting the NaNO₃ to keep the total ionic strength at 6 mM), heterogeneous features appear on top of the PSS layer, having a typical width of 100 to 200 nm and a typical height of 5 to 10 nm (Fig. 1B, top). The contrast in the corresponding phase image (Fig. 1B, bottom) indicates that a heterogeneous layer has formed, where the higher regions identified in the height images have a different stiffness from the underlying polymer. When the concentration of trivalent ions was increased to 1 mM Y(NO₃)₃, strong lateral segregation of the PSS brush surface was observed in Fig. 1C (top), concurrent with strong fluctuations in PSS height (structures with a height of 10 to 20 nm). Again, the corresponding phase image (Fig. 1C, bottom) supports this characterization of a strongly collapsed brush surface with a heterogeneous distribution of PSS viscoelasticity. The results of Fig. 1 are indicative of a collapse process highly sensitive to multivalent ions, in agreement with previous work (9, 10, 23–25, 30).

Similar changes in the brush layer, but occurring at a lower concentration of trivalent ions, were observed when no monovalent salt ions were present in the system: Structures similar to those in Fig. 1B were formed when going from pure water to 0.01 M Y(NO₃)₃ (Fig. 2A and fig. S1). Previous studies have demonstrated that the extended brush height for a brush collapsed by multivalent ions can be recovered by decreasing the electrostatic screening length (10). To examine whether the laterally inhomogeneous structures can transition back to a uniform film, we modulated the local ionic strength via the addition of monovalent salt.

---

**Fig. 1.** PSS brush layer structure with and without multivalent ions. AFM tapping mode height (top) and phase images (bottom). (A) No distinct features were seen in 6 mM NaNO₃ in the absence of multivalent ions, but (B) lateral structures formed with the addition of 0.1 mM Y(NO₃)₃ (keeping the total ionic strength at 6 mM). (C) One millimolar Y(NO₃)₃. Scan size, 3 μm × 3 μm (scale bars, 500 nm).

(NaNO₃) to a sample previously exposed only to 0.01 mM Y(NO₃)₃. The addition of varying amounts of monovalent electrolyte promoted the recovery of the homogeneous brush structure (similar to that in Fig. 1A), as shown in Fig. 2 in a sequence of images obtained on the same substrate. In 8 mM NaNO₃ (Fig. 2B), the heterogeneous structure only remained over small regions, and in 10 mM NaNO₃ (Fig. 2C), it disappeared and only larger-scale fluctuations in height remain (shown here on a different height scale from those in Fig. 1A). The phase images showed the gradual development of a PSS brush of uniform stiffness, which is strongly suggestive of a return to uniformity. Consistent with previous observations of brush heights (9, 10), the structure formation is reversible when the multivalent ions are replaced by monovalent ions.

Given the microscale confirmation of laterally inhomogeneous structure formation in the presence of multivalent ions, it is of interest to examine the molecular-scale behavior of these brushes. For this, a coarse-grained model that includes explicit trivalent counterions was introduced. Figure 3 presents a time-averaged, top-down view of the polyelectrolyte brush density profile as a function of varying salt concentration. All solutions had a background monovalent salt concentration of 5 × 10⁻³ M, with differing amounts of added trivalent salt. For this case, we used a \( b_0 = 3 \sigma \) and a Lennard-Jones (LJ) parameter of 0.4 \( k_B T \), which corresponds to a good solvent. We emphasize again that good solvent conditions were selected for the backbone, despite the dissimilarity with PSS in water experimentally, to separate the solvophobic effect from the trivalent ion effect on collapse.

Under trivalent ion–free conditions (Fig. 3A), the polyelectrolyte brush exhibits a uniform, extended (figs. S2 to S3) morphology, which is maintained at extremely low concentrations of trivalent salt (Fig. 3B), although noticeable localized correlations in the polyelectrolyte brush begin to form, as evidenced by the local increases in polymer density. Once a critical trivalent ion concentration has been surpassed (Fig. 3C), the polyelectrolyte brush collapses (fig. S4 to S5) to form heterogeneous aggregates on the surface. These aggregates are not uniformly shaped and demonstrate the distinct micellar “leg” features observed previously (31–33). When the trivalent ion concentration approaches a value corresponding to charge neutralization within the brush, the aggregates collapse to more uniform circular globules on the surface. These simulations demonstrate that trivalent ions induce a collapsed structure and that a solvophobic backbone is not a necessary condition for the formation of heterogeneous aggregates.

Both the MD simulations and AFM images demonstrate lateral inhomogeneities in the collapsed structure. In the case of Fig. 1B, which represents a regime of trivalent ions where the system is not overly saturated, the system can be qualitatively compared to that of Fig. 3C.
where the charge neutralization point has not yet been reached by the trivalent ion concentration. The AFM results of Fig. 1 suggest an average collapsed feature size of ~100 to 200 nm in the presence of trivalent ions, whereas Fig. 3 (approximating σ ~ 0.25 nm) suggests a feature size of ~5 to 20 nm. If one considers the differences in molecular weight (MW) (N) between experiment (~10^3) (estimation method described in Materials and Methods) and simulation (10^2) and accounts for the scaling expected for collapsed globules (N^{1/3}), then the MW differences account for a factor of 2 to 3 difference in feature size. Given the phenomenological nature of our coarse-grained model, we consider this reasonable agreement.

The simulations were also used to quantify the mobility of counterions within the collapsed globules. The distribution of trivalent ion diffusion coefficients within the collapsed brush demonstrates that nearly 90% of all trivalent counterions are essentially immobilized within the brush and thus contribute little to the osmotic pressure (fig. S6). Simulation results are also in agreement with the qualitative volume fraction profile determined from neutron reflectivity experiments, reproducing the general shape, including the tail at large heights (fig. S7) (9). Moreover, our coarse-grained model indicates that multivalent cations are entirely localized within the brush volume, in addition to a small quantity of monovalent cations—this combination of available cations serves to effectively neutralize the total charge of the brush, with multivalent cations being preferentially condensed.

**Mechanism of collapse**

The results above suggest that polyelectrolyte brushes in multivalent ion solutions collapse into inhomogeneous structures similar to the pinned micelles discussed by Zhulina et al. (26) and Williams (33) for polymers in poor solvents. Poor solvent effects in polyelectrolytes have been studied extensively, both experimentally and theoretically. Critically, past work has shown that the polyelectrolyte brush is expected to collapse into 3D structures, with the particular conformation depending on the grafting density and environmental conditions (31, 32, 34–38). The observed pinned micelle structure formation is also consistent with a recently developed theory for multivalent ion–induced collapse of polyelectrolyte brushes, where the attractions between chains are treated as analogous to attractions in poor solvents but with an effective poor solvent parameter that depends on the valence and bridging strength (16).

The similarities between measured and predicted structures in multivalent ion solutions and in poor solvents lead to the question of whether the solvophobic and multivalent collapse mechanisms are more similar than previously thought. Namely, because of very high counterion condensation for multivalent ions (90% condensation predicted via Manning theory (19)), it is possible that the solvent quality for the polyelectrolyte with an effective lower charge becomes sufficiently poor to lead to collapse. This would be in contrast to previous assertions that multivalent ion–induced collapse is caused by the bridging of multiple polyelectrolyte chains by a single multivalent ion (10, 15, 24). The simulation results in Fig. 3 demonstrate that the pinned micelle structure forms under good solvent conditions in the presence of multivalent ions, providing an initial indication that collapse is not solely a poor solvent effect. Below, we contrast the poor solvent and multivalent ion cases more thoroughly and provide a quantitative analysis of multivalent ion bridging to further probe the collapse mechanism.

We first examine the effects of solvent quality on the structural changes in the brush from a microscale perspective and compare these to changes in a brush exposed to multivalent ions. The solvent quality in the PSS brush system was modified by varying the concentrations of isopropanol (IPA) and deionized (DI) water. IPA can be mixed with water in any ratio and is not as good a solvent as water for PSS, in that the larger I_0 causes more significant chain neutralization, leading to a stronger emergence of the solvophobic backbone character (26, 31).

The interaction forces between two PSS brush layers grafted on mica surfaces were measured in a series of IPA/water mixture solutions using the SFA technique. The volume fraction of IPA was sequentially increased from 0 to 100% to gradually decrease the quality of the solvent. In pure DI water and solutions with low concentration of IPA (up to 40% by volume), the interaction was purely repulsive and long-ranged (up to a distance of 700 nm), showing no hysteresis during the whole compression separation cycle (Fig. 4A). The PSS brushes are in the osmotic regime in pure DI water. The long-range repulsion measured is due to the osmotic pressure of the monovalent counterions (Na^+) that balances the elasticity of the PSS chains. Scaling theory shows that the range of the repulsion is proportional to the MW of the PSS chains but

![Fig. 4. SFA force distance curves during compression and separation of two identical PSS brush layers.](http://advances.sciencemag.org/)

**Fig. 4. SFA force distance curves during compression and separation of two identical PSS brush layers.** (A) In mixed IPA/water solutions with IPA volume fractions of 0, 40, 60, 80, and 100%, respectively. (B) In 6 mM NaNO3, 1 mM Y(NO3)3, and pure IPA solutions. Solid data points represent forces upon compression, and open data points were measured upon separation of the brush layers.
independent of the grafting density (8). Increasing the volume fraction of IPA to 60% significantly changed the force distance curve, which then showed a much shorter range of repulsion during the compression and strong hysteresis during the separation. Further increasing the IPA content to 80% completely removed the long-range repulsion. The force-distance curve shows a hard-wall cutoff: At distances above 10 nm, there is no strong repulsion, and below 10 nm, the repulsion rapidly increases. In addition, a strong adhesion force of ~10 mN/m is measured upon separating the surfaces, evident by the sudden jump apart of the two surfaces to about 200 nm. This adhesion is expected for separating two polymer films in a poor solvent (39). The force measured in pure IPA is almost identical to that measured in 80% IPA, with a slightly smaller hard-wall distance (9 nm) and a stronger adhesion force (~12 mN/m). This hard-wall distance is the same as the thickness of two dry PSS brushes (in the absence of solvent), suggesting that the PSS brushes collapse into condensed films in IPA. The measured adhesion force between the collapsed layers is in agreement with that expected to arise from the van der Waals forces between pure PSS interacting across pure IPA (~12 mN/m based on bulk refractive indexes and dielectric constants of the materials) (40), consistent with the formation of smooth, compact PSS layers as suggested by the force curves and seen in the AFM images.

The SFA force curves in Fig. 4A reveal that the collapsed PSS brushes in a poor solvent have a very different structure from those in solutions containing multivalent counterions (Fig. 4B). The range of repulsion decreases from about 400 to 120 nm upon replacing a 6 mM NaNO₃ solution with a 1 mM Y(NO₃)₃ solution, indicating that the PSS brushes undergo a rapid shrinkage in the presence of trivalent Y³⁺ ions. The repulsion gradually increases upon further compression of the two surfaces, and the force is purely repulsive during the whole compression-separation cycle, in contrast to the contact in pure IPA, which displays a step function-like force distance curve and a strong adhesion (~12 mN/m) on separation. This type of interaction was expected for the fully extended brush, but in the case of the collapsed layers, the observation of monotonic repulsion on both compression and separation is indicative of the presence of surface roughness: Any attraction between nearly neutral collapsed chains is masked by repulsive forces from compression of asperities of different heights on the rough surface structure. The observation of such interaction forces is therefore consistent with the AFM images of multivalent ion–collapsing layers.

The differences in structure between brushes collapsed via poor solvent interactions and multivalent ion interactions can also be confirmed using AFM. The height and phase images obtained in solutions with a volume fraction of 80% IPA are shown in Fig. 5. Very similar images were obtained in 100% IPA (fig. S8). This brush layer is clearly a homogeneous film and does not display the many lateral inhomogeneities that are evident in Fig. 1 (B and C). Also note that the gradual undulations seen in the extended (noncollapsed) brush in Fig. 1A were not observed; instead, the film appears uniform and similar to other homogeneous collapsed brush layers (41, 42), including the featureless film formed by dry, as-synthesized PSS brushes (25). The AFM results in the poor solvent system in this study are thus differentiable from those pertaining to the multivalent system.

Although experimentally we are limited in our ability to separate the effects of van der Waals solvent quality (Flory parameter) from charge-induced solubility (a low Iₛ will cause the polyelectrolyte to behave as if it is more soluble and a high Iₛ will cause it to behave as if it is less soluble), we can separate these effects in our model. IPA has only a minor effect on the van der Waals solvent quality of the PSS backbone when compared to pure water but increases the solvent Iₛ by a factor of ~4. Figure 6 shows brushes simulated under salt-free conditions with a Iₛ roughly corresponding to that of IPA (12σ) with a solvophilic (Fig. 6A) and solvophobic (Fig. 6B) backbone. If the mechanism of polyelectrolyte collapse was independent of the valence of the ions, this renormalized Iₛ should lead to a similarly collapsed and heterogeneously phase-separated structure, as seen in multivalent ion
solutions with a lower \( l_B \) (Fig. 3C). The brushes are indeed collapsed (figs. S9 to S10); however, although some very small (<10σ) inhomogeneities in the brush surface are observed in Fig. 6B, there is no evidence for an unambiguous phase separation, supporting the poor solvent AFM condition experiments in Fig. 5 where a compressed, uniform film was observed.

Figure 6C shows the brush density profile under solvophilic backbone conditions (\( 1/k_B T \)), with a \( l_B \) corresponding to water (3σ) and a concentration of \( 2 \times 10^{-3} \) σ⁻³ trivalent ions. It is apparent that the trivalent ions alone are capable of inducing collapse (fig. S11) and minor brush inhomogeneities but are not enough to cause the distinct lateral phase separation observed experimentally. However, as is well known, the backbone of PSS is highly solvophobic in water. To account for this, in Fig. 6D, the brush density is simulated using solvophilic backbone conditions (1.4 \( k_B T \)) and trivalent ions. In this situation, remarkable lateral phase separation is observed (Fig. 6D and fig. S12), similar to that seen in the AFM results, but with larger-scale separation. These results support (i) the fact that increasing \( l_B \) such as with IPA in the absence of trivalent ions leads to relatively uniformly collapsed films (no lateral phase separation is observed) and (ii) the finding that the lateral phase separation observed in the AFM can be properly accounted for through a combination of the effects of trivalent ions and the solvophobic nature of the PSS backbone. The molecular model suggests that although both trivalent and solvophobic effects can provide independent brush collapse mechanisms, the lateral phase separation observed experimentally is likely due to the combined solvophobic nature of the PSS backbone and trivalent effects.

Although all simulations in Figs. 3, 6, and 7 assume a monodisperse distribution of polymer chain MWs, simulations in the Supplementary Materials (figs. S13 to S20) explore the impact of polydispersity on the brush morphologies. Polydispersity has no discernible effect at the low grafting densities (fig. S13 to S16), but at higher grafting densities (figs. S17 to S20), the inherent surface roughness associated with a polydisperse distribution of chain lengths enhances the presence of the observed spatial heterogeneities. However, it is important to note that polydispersity by itself is incapable of leading to the drastic lateral phase separation observed only in the presence of trivalent ions, as indicated by the low grafting density simulations.

Given the importance of multivalent counterion interactions established above, simulations were also used to quantify and better understand the molecular-scale, electrostatic bridging of different polyelectrolyte chains by a single multivalent ion. Bridging was quantified by means of a topological distance parameter, \( \alpha \), described in Materials and Methods. The \( \alpha \) parameter serves as a simple metric for gauging whether the negatively charged polyelectrolyte monomers condensed around a trivalent ion are topologically near each other. Large values of \( \alpha \geq 5 \) indicate topologically distant polyelectrolyte monomers condensed around the same trivalent ion (interchain bridging), whereas low values of \( \alpha \) correspond to nearest neighbor condensation; intermediate values of \( \alpha \) correspond to monomers on the same chain but topologically distant from each other, as illustrated in Fig. 7A. In Fig. 7B, all values of \( \alpha \) larger than 5 are collected into the bin at 5\( \alpha \).

Figure 7B shows the distribution of \( \alpha \) under solvophilic backbone conditions at a trivalent ion concentration of \( 10^{-4} \) σ⁻³; the use of solvophilic backbone conditions is chosen to help analyze the specific contributions of trivalent ions to collapse. This low trivalent ion concentration allows for the examination of bridging before total collapse. At this concentration, 35% of all trivalent ions are observed to be “bridging” different polyelectrolyte chains, whereas the rest are condensed by monomers from the same chain, albeit at a distribution of topological distances. This result can be contrasted with that of Fig. 7C, conducted at a trivalent ion concentration of \( 10^{-3} \) σ⁻³, which is sufficient to observe near-complete polyelectrolyte brush collapse. In this case, nearly 90% of all trivalent ions exhibit an interchain bridging character, indicating that the collapse of the polyelectrolyte brush is partially due to interchain attractions mediated by trivalent ions. The remaining 10% of the trivalent ions exist in some form of intrachain condensation, similar to Fig. 7A.

**DISCUSSION**

Microscale AFM experiments and molecular-level simulations show that the brush collapses into 3D, laterally inhomogeneous structures, in agreement with predictions of simple theories (16). A qualitatively similar distribution of collapsed feature shapes was observed experimentally (Fig. 1) and computationally (Fig. 3), with the clear existence of nonuniform surface micelle-like structures. These structures strongly resemble those predicted for polymer and polyelectrolyte brushes in poor solvents (26, 33, 34), providing evidence that there may be analogies between the short-range attractions in poor solvents and those induced by multivalent ion bridging or that the collapse itself may be caused by solvophobic interactions.

However, detailed experimental SFA and AFM studies comparing collapse in poor solvents to collapse in multivalent ion solutions show that there are significant differences in the structures formed in each case, and simulations confirm that the strongly phase-separated 3D structures appear when both poor solvent conditions for the backbone and multivalent ions are present. The SFA measurements demonstrate that the interaction forces between fully extended polyelectrolyte brush layers and multivalent ion-collapsed ones are always repulsive (upon both compression and separation of the layers), whereas the interaction forces are adhesive for surfaces in poor solvents, indicative of uniformly collapsed films. The nature of the collapse was probed further through quantification of bridging interactions by multivalent ions. At both low and high multivalent ion concentrations, bridging is present, but for high concentrations corresponding to the collapsed state, nearly 90% of multivalent ions are engaged in interchain bridging. The attraction of separate polyelectrolyte chains because of multivalent ion bridging is indeed a key driver for collapse and formation of lateral inhomogeneities and should be an important target for future studies. Both experimental studies that can quantify the extent of bridging and verify the results from the molecular-level calculations presented here would help understand the precise nature of the bridging interactions, including ion-specific effects and local dielectric environment.

Through a combination of direct imaging, microscale force measurements, and molecular simulations, this work concretely demonstrates that the exposure of polyelectrolyte brushes to multivalent ions leads to the formation of lateral inhomogeneities. This work provides a first step toward experimental verification of this phenomenon, and it will be important to supplement it with additional work that relies on alternative characterization techniques, including scattering. We conclude that poor solvent effects and multivalent ionic bridging combine to contribute to the strong phase separation observed experimentally. Critically, we have demonstrated that bridging plays a key role in collapse, showing that multivalent ions closely attract to monomers on different brush chains.

Our analysis of the behavior of polyelectrolyte brushes in the presence of multivalent ions might affect materials science on several fronts.
The potential for new stimuli-responsive microstructured surfaces is particularly exciting. Polyelectrolyte brushes provide lubrication in many biological and technical systems (43, 44), and microscale structure formation will strongly affect friction forces between coated surfaces. In addition, functional brushes, such as DNA brushes being used as artificial cell compartments for production of biomolecules (2, 7), will experience changes in functionality as surface structures are formed. As such, the fundamental analysis presented here provides a foundation for the design of new surfaces for a variety of technical, biological, and biomedical applications.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials
Sodium 4-vinylbenzenesulfonate (SSNa) (technical, ≥90%), 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES, 99%), α-bromoisobutyryl bromide (BIBB, 98%), triethylamine (≥99%), 2,2-bipyridyl (bpy, ≥99%), Cu(I)Br (99.999%), tetrahydrofuran (THF) (anhydrous, 99.8%), methanol (≥99.9%), IPA (99.7%), sodium nitrate (99%), and yttrium nitrate hexahydrate (99.8%) were purchased from Aldrich and used without further purification. DI water was obtained from a Millipore Milli-Q system with a resistivity of 18.2 megohm-cm.
Synthesis of PSSNa brushes
The synthesis of PSSNa polymer brush layers was performed via surface-initiated atom transfer radical polymerization (SI-ATRP) using a reported procedure (25). On silicon substrates (used for AFM samples), a layer of APTES was first deposited onto a Piranha-cleaned silicon wafer via vapor deposition. Caution: Piranha solution is highly corrosive and should be handled with care. Mica surfaces (for SFA) were treated with argon/water vapor plasma for 30 min to create hydroxyl groups before the APTES deposition. After annealing, an ATRP initiator (BIBB) was grafted to the APTES monolayer from THF solution. SI-ATRP grafting of PSSNa was carried out in a 1:1 mixture of methanol and water (50 ml) containing SSNa (5 g, 24.2 mmol), Cu(I)Br (35 mg, 0.24 mmol), and bpy (75 mg, 0.48 mmol). The SI-ATRP method can give densely tethered PSS brushes with well-controlled brush height. The total dry thickness of two PSS brushes on mica (in contact in the SFA) was around 10 nm. The grafting density of the PSS brush was estimated to be about 0.1 chain/nm$^2$ on silicon and 0.025 chain/nm$^2$ on mica (25).

MW calculation
The MW and grafting density of the PSS brushes on silicon wafers can be estimated by comparing the brush height in water and dry thickness of our PSS film to our previous SFA results on sparsely tethered PSS brushes generated via physisorption of diblock poly t-butyl styrene (PtBS)20-PSSNa420 polymer, which had 420 segments of PSSNa (23). In the osmotic regime, the thickness of the brush is given by $H = N f 0.5$, where $N$ is the degree of polymerization of the polyelectrolyte chain and $f$ is the fraction of charged monomers (for PSS, $f = 1$). In the osmotic regime, $H$ is independent of the grafting density (8). The height of the sparsely tethered PSS brush ($H_1$) was ~100 nm. The heights of the PSS brushes used in the current study ($H_2$) were between 200 and 300 nm (depending on different batches of samples). The degree of polymerization of the PSS chain used in this study can be estimated by $N_2 = H_2 d_{s} / R$, $N_1$ ~ 800 to 1200, that is, of the order of 1000. The polydispersity is expected to be lower than 1.25 as is typically observed for SI-ATRP (45, 46).

Similarly, we obtained the PSS brush grafting density by comparing the dry film thickness data to the physisorbed PtBS-PSS brushes. Our density (0.1 to 0.3 chain/nm$^2$) reported by others using SI-ATRP is expected to be lower than 1.25 as is typically observed for SI-ATRP (49). Sixty-four polyelectrolyte chains of 100 spherical charged LJ beads of diameter $\sigma$ were grafted to a surface of cubic lattice points. To set the length scale of the simulations, we assumed $\sigma = 0.23$ nm, which was obtained by matching the simulated $l_0$ ($3\sigma$) to the experimental $l_0$ for water at 300 K (0.7 nm). Using this value for $\sigma$, the estimated grafting density for 5$\sigma$ and 10$\sigma$ spacing is ~0.2 and ~0.8 chains/nm$^2$, respectively. Provided that our chain MW is a factor of ~10 smaller than that in the experiments, this increased grafting density relative to the experiments is a reasonable approximation for the experimental system. Each bead in the polymer chain was bonded to its nearest neighbor using the finite extensible nonlinear elastic potential having an average bond length of 1.1$\sigma$. A polyelectrolyte persistence length of 1$\sigma$ was enforced using a three-body cosine-$\delta$ bending potential between neighboring monomers. This system of 6400 polyelectrolyte beads was in equilibrium with 6400 monovalent counterion beads (representative of salt particles in solution), embedded in a dielectric environment corresponding to the $l_0$ (we assumed $l_0 = 3\sigma$ for standard water and $l_0 = 12\sigma$ for IPA). Extra salt particles were added to the simulation cell corresponding to the monovalent/trivalent salt concentrations of the solution. Electrostatic interactions were treated using a P3M Ewald sum in the slab geometry, with solvent fluctuations incorporated via a Langevin thermostat. Dynamics were evolved using the velocity-Verlet algorithm. Two million time steps of 0.005$\tau$ were run for polyelectrolyte brush equilibration, with 5 million steps for the production run. Periodic boundary conditions were applied in the dimensions parallel to the substrate, and impenetrable walls were placed at $z = 0$ and $z = 200\sigma$.

Bridging analysis
A bridging parameter $\alpha$ that measured the topological distance between neighboring polymer monomers condensed around a trivalent ion was...
defined. The system consisted of $M$-grafted chains, with each chain containing $N$ monomers assigned a unique integer $i$ that increased linearly along the length of the chain. After one chain had been assigned numbers (1, 2, ..., $N$), a neighboring polymer chain was selected, and the integer $i$ was assigned along that chain, beginning with the last value from the previous chain ($N + 1$, $N + 2$, ..., $2N$). This process was continued until all monomers in the brush were uniquely enumerated.

To analyze the brush system, we selected a particular trivalent ion in the MD trajectory snapshot. We searched for all polymer monomers within a cutoff distance ($r_c$) of that trivalent ion’s position and formed a neighbor list ($\{NL\}$) (referred to as topological indices) of all of the polymer monomers within $r_c$. Here, we used a stringent $r_c$ of $2^{1/2}$. Provided this neighbor list, we needed a means of discriminating whether this list corresponds to nearest neighbor condensation, intrachain bridging, or interchain bridging. To this end, we took the SD of the neighbor list (unique numbers corresponding to polymer monomers) around a particular trivalent ion

$$\alpha = \sqrt{\frac{1}{\text{len}(\{NL\})} \sum_{i=1}^{\text{len}(\{NL\})} (i - \overline{i})^2}$$

where $\text{len}(\{NL\})$ is the length of the neighbor list, $i$ is the topological index of the polymeric monomer, and $\overline{i}$ is the mean topological index of the neighbor list. The SD of this list gives a rough sense of the topological “distance” between polymer monomers “condensed” around a trivalent ion. By comparing the computed value of the list SD for each examined trivalent ion to precomputed values corresponding to particular MW polymer brushes, we can select whether that trivalent ion is involved in bridging based on the topological SD of that list.
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fig. S8. Collapsed PSS brush layer in poor solvent.

fig. S9. Charge distribution and polymer density plots corresponding to the data presented in Fig. 6A.

fig. S10. Charge distribution and polymer density plots corresponding to the data presented in Fig. 6B.

fig. S11. Charge distribution and polymer density plots corresponding to the data presented in Fig. 6C.
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fig. S13. Polymer density plots for the polyanalytic simulation using conditions corresponding to Fig. 3A.

fig. S14. Polymer density plots for the polyanalytic simulation using conditions corresponding to Fig. 3B.

fig. S15. Polymer density plots for the polyanalytic simulation using conditions corresponding to Fig. 3C.

fig. S16. Polymer density plots for the polyanalytic simulation using conditions corresponding to Fig. 3D.

fig. S17. Polymer density plots for the polyanalytic simulation using conditions corresponding to Fig. 6A.

fig. S18. Polymer density plots for the polydisperse simulation using conditions corresponding to Fig. 6B.

fig. S19. Polymer density plots for the polydisperse simulation using conditions corresponding to Fig. 6C.

fig. S20. Polymer density plots for the polydisperse simulation using conditions corresponding to Fig. 6D.

Representative large-scale atomic/molecular massively parallel simulator input (used to generate data in Fig. 6C).
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